Insurance & Reinsurance
Comprehensive and Sophisticated Services
Conroy Simberg has been proudly serving the insurance industry for more than 40 years. As one of the largest insurance
defense firms in Florida, our attorneys are focused on meeting the diverse needs of insurance companies. Our familiarity with
the complex challenges that insurers face in an increasingly competitive industry help us successfully protect their assets and
limit their liabilities.
Through our long involvement working with the insurance carriers, Conroy Simberg has established a thorough knowledge of
insurance laws and industry practices and procedures. Our wealth of experience enables our firm to offer comprehensive
insurance coverage and defense services, including:

Evaluating insurance coverage issues and rendering coverage opinions
Analyzing and advising on insurance policy forms and endorsements
Developing resolution strategies and negotiating settlements
Litigating, arbitrating, and mediating insurance and reinsurance matters
Advising and representing clients in bad faith and extra-contractual liability claims

Diverse Matters
The attorneys at Conroy Simberg have extensive experience advising and defending insurers in actions involving all types of
insurance products, ranging from automobile and general liability and casualty policies to professional liability and directors and
officers’ coverage. We understand the terms and conditions underlying all varieties of insurance and reinsurance contracts and
are skilled in evaluating complex coverage issues.
In every matter that we handle, our attorneys concentrate on developing strategies and approaches that help our clients reach
a successful resolution. Collaboration is the key to successfully defending a claim. Therefore, we work side by side with every
client, keeping them apprised of all developments in their case.

Favorable Results
Our firm is widely known throughout the insurance industry for the favorable results that we achieve for our clients. When
working with insurers, our attorneys fully investigate and evaluate claims to deliver practical and strategic advice. We provide
our clients with a complete picture of the pros and cons associated with each available option and remedy so that they can
make the best decision regarding their case.
Litigating a case can be an expensive and unpredictable proposition. While we strive to reach pre-trial resolutions and
settlements, our attorneys are skilled litigators with the training and experience necessary to try even the most complex cases
to conclusion. Our attorneys litigate cases before all state and federal courts in Florida, and the Eleventh Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Conroy Simberg is committed to achieving the results that our insurance industry clients have come to expect and deserve. Our
attorneys provide proactive counsel and are responsive to the concerns of our clients as they arise and change. At all times our
goal is to understand the particular goals and objectives of our clients so that we can provide them with the advice and
representation they need to resolve difficult and challenging legal issues.

